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J. S. Loos, E. L. Goldwasser, and U. E. Kruse
University of Illinois

r In collaboration with groups at Argonne National Laboratory,

Northwestern University, and the University of Wisconsin, .K-p exposures

at   4.1  GeV/c   and   5.5   GeV/c  have been taken   in   the  MURA   30 " bubble

chamber at the Argonne ZGS.  Electrostatic separation techniques were

used to provide a high purity K- beam (52 5% non-K- contamination).

The K- track length in these exposures is such that about one event

per microbarn is expected at 4.1 GeV/c and about five events per

microbarn at 5.5 GeV/c.

We  report here preliminary results  on the study  of the E+71--

t * +  -
and  E    W- '  71- 71- final states produced in these exposur-es. The report

is based on data' from all of the 4.1 GeV/c film and from about 40%

:' of the 5.5 GeV/c film:                     ; +9             In Figure 1 we show our cross sections for K-p -* E 71-- and
+K.p -4 E-7T along with other experimental cross sections recently com-

piled by Morrison. Our data points continue to exhibit the trend1/

of rapidly falling cross sections which has been established by

experiments at lower momenta. It is interesting to note that the
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fall off in E- T+ production is much more marked than that of I  7r-
production, even though their cross sections are equal at the lower

end of the momentum range. This fact is consistent with the idea of

baryon exchange in the case of E- 7T+ production and meson exchange
+  -

in the E 71-    case.

In Figure 20 we present the center of mass production angular

distributions for the I+ 71-- events at 4.1 GeV/c and 5.5 GeV/c.  The
extremely peripheral character of these events qualitatively supports

the notion of meson exchange.  The simplest such process allowed

would be K* exchange since the K K 7T vertex is forbidden on the

basis of spin and parity considerations.

A sticky experimental bias, characteristic of charged hyperon

events, is also illustrated by Figure 2. Sigma hyperons produced

peripherally have low laboratory momenta; this means that their

average length before decay in the bubble chamber, and hence their

corresponding detection efficiency, is substantially reduced in

comparison to less peripheral events.  The weighting procedure used

to correct for this detection loss is first to make a judicious

minimum sigma length acceptance critereon and then to boost up each

accepted event by an amount corresponding to the probability (based
'

on lifetime considerations) that it would have travelled at least

1     this minimum distance in the bubble chamber. (For charged sigma

hyperons having large lab momenta one also must worry about bias

effects  due to small lab decay angles and losses  out  of the chamber  - -
+

however, such effects are unnoticeable in the Z T- events because
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of their extremely peripheral character.)

At each momentum we have made a parameterization of the data

of the form

da
dt min- = a. exp [a(t-t . )] .

We used a maximum likelihood method to determine the best values of

a and the standard deviations in a. The likelihood function used

was:

W. W.
1 1

1= exp
(ati) ta eup (ati)

L-- i    a-t                  i    exp(at.)- exp(at   )
/

max min max

exp(ati)-tmin
- - .-

where
2                       . th

t.      -(invariant momentum transfer) for the 1 event
1

.th
W. bias weight for the 1 event
1

t        kinematic minimum for tmin

t upper cut off for t rangemax

In Figure 3 we show plots of ln(L) as a function of a at both

momenta.  The curves are nearly parabolic in shape, as expected.

The best estimate of a corresponds to ln(L) and the standard
max

deviation in a is taken to be half the width of the curve at a
LEGAL N OTICE
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daFigdre-4 shows  dt on a semilog plot with the normalized

parameterization superimposed.  The fits to the data are not too bad

considering the rather poor statistics. A summary  of  the  I   'n--

results is presented in Table 1.
11+We have examined the E  71- IT Tr- events for the presence of

*
Y  resonances0 which would be expected to appear with isospin 1 in

(t'n-Ir) t combinations or with isospin 0 or 1 in (E'Ir) I combinations.

In the (Ilrl'r)+ system we observe a small signal for yi(1660) produc-

tion, (see Table II),  but no other resonances  seem to stand out„
0

In   the (ET) system the well known Yt(1405) and Yt(1520) resonances

are strongly producede and there seems to be a peaking of events

in the region around 1685 MeV/c2.  Within the present statistical

limitations no other resonances seem to be produced noticeably at

either momenta.

Figure 5 is a Chew-Low plot for the neutral E'n- system from

the 5.5 GeV/c film. 168x2 E+71-- and 137x2 E-K+ events are plotted

there.  The highly peripheral character of the Yt(1405) production

is evident, although it should be pointed out that some of the low

82 events in the 1405 region arise from the decay of the yi(1660)

into ITT (see Figure 6). The production mechanism for the Y*(1520)
is seen to be quite different from that of the Y*(1405); these

events appear as a narrow band produced almost uniformly as a
2

function of 8 .  Figure 6 shows projections of the 14050 15200

and control regions.
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In the "triangle plot" of Figure 7 we have illustrated the
0 0

correlation between   ( Eli-) and (TE) combinations. Again there

are 168x2 51+7r- events and 137x2 61 -71-  events .     In  this  plot  we

observe a narrow Yt(1520) band, a broad p' bande and a faint

Y*(1405) band.  We see little evidence for Y*p production.  The

overlap populations are consistent with the sum of events expected

from each resonance on the basis of neighboring control regions.
0 0

We   show  the   ( IlT) and (Tr) mass projections in Figures

8 and 9, respectively.  These histograms have been weighted in

order to compensate for I detection bias.  The weighting was done

to individual events on the basis of their E lab momentum. The

mean weight turned out to be 1.39 for I  events and 1.34 for E-

events. In order to obtain cross section estimates we have fitted

each histogram to simple Breit-Wigner curves on top of phase space.

There are two identical pions in each final state which means that

the background appears much larger than it really is.

In   the   ( E71-) spectrum there appear to ·be three significant
0

2enhancement regions: at about 14050 15200 and 1685 MeV/c .  The

cause of the peaking near 1685 MeV/c2 is not clear.  This could

be just the Yi(1660)-0 or it could be one of the newer resonances
21recently reported by different groups in both isospin 1 and

-3.4/
isospin u- combinations .     In  the  fit  to the histograms  we  have

held fixed the positions and widths of the resonances (1405 t 35,

1519 t 18, 1685 f 45) and have varied only the relative propor-

tions of resonance and phase space.
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p 0  production  is the dominant feature  in  the  (7rn-) ' spectrum.

We also see a significant peaking in the fo region.  Again, we have

made the fit to this histogram by fixing the positions and widths

of the resonances (770 t 1100 1250 t 100).

In fitting these histograms we have made no allowance for
2

our experimental resolution (about 10 MeV/c  at the lower end of

the mass histograms) or for kinematic reflections (evidently small

as illustrated by Figure 7).  The ambiguities caused by having two

identical pions in the final state cause reflections of a sort,

but initial indications are that from all channels these ambiguities

contribute to a smooth background approximately consistent with

phase space.

We have carried out the same preliminary analysis on the

4.1 GeV/c data and have found similar results (not shown).

In Table II we present a preliminary compilation of produ-

ction cross sections   for  the  It  7T* 7T lr- states   at both momenta.

The cross sections fall with increasing momentum, as expected,

although the relative contributiors to each channel are nearly the

same at both momenta. It is interesting to note that about 85% of

the events fall into one of the two 3-body catagories: Y*K+Tr- or

E  7T+ plus neutral mesono

In conclusion, we observe highly peripheral production in
+  -the process K- p + I  T  at both 4.1 and 5.5 GeV/c. We observe

* * +that the process K-p -4 E  11-  71-  71-- is dominated by the 3-body

final states:  Y*lrn- and It 7rf plus neutral meson.  We find no

evidence for new Y* resonances produced in our data.

./
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T A B L E   I

+  -
SUMMARY OF REACTION   K-p  -   I        IT

4.1 Gev/C 5.5 GeV/c

Cross section (Ab) 100 + 20 86 + 15
- -

dc
Parameters for fit -ZE = a° exp [a(t-tmin)1

2
-t range used (GeV/c) -0.015 to 0.750 -0.011 to 0.500

co (mb. (GeV/c)-2) 0.49 + .14 0.66 + 0.14
-

-2
a (GeV/c) 5.4 + 0.7 8.1 + 0.9

- -



T A B L E I I

CROSS SECTIONS  FOR  K-p -+ 1 7/,r FINAL STATES

CHANNEL 4.1 G/V/c (wb) 5.5   GIN/c    (/Ab)

I Tr*Tr-Tr 204 * 20 105 &10

I-Tr+wrfr- 137 * 16 83 + 9

Y, (1660)  T- lot 6 10* 4
La:*Tere)

'd(1405) lr+Tr- 27* 7 14&4
L (It"*)

 (1520)-rr+T[- 64* 11 37*6
L (Ii¥)

Y (-1685) Tr+Tr- 39*9 20 k 5
L.(Ito)

Ii'rd f 128/ 16 74+8
L(Tr+71-)

rt Tr+f. 32*8 20 t 5
L (Tr,71-)

\
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K-p-I+,- 5.5 GeV/c

35                 i                                                          UNSHADED ESTOGRAM70-

K-0 - I+,- 4.1 Gel/c WEIGHTED DATA AFTER BIAS CUTS
154  EVENTS  WITH -t < 2.5 (GeV/c)2

. UNSHADED HISTOGRAM (155 EVENTS TOTAL)
30- 60WEIGHTED DATA AFTER

BIAS CUTS 86 EVENTS SHADED HSTOGRAM
WITH -t< 1.90 (GeV/c)2
(95 EVENTS TOTAL) RAW DATA

25-
12

so 92 EVENTS  WITH -t < 2.5 (GeV/c )2

U) SHADED HISTOGRAM                                                                            Z (94 EVENTS TOTAL)
H                                                                                            W

Z >W                RAW DATA                             W>
w 20- 59 EVENTS W'I    40-
LL                                             -t < 1.90 (GeV/c)0              k
ar (64 EVENTS TOTAL)                            w
W
CI)a 15-   30-D2               2 z

L7
10 - *i 20-

5-   1 n 10-#42 n                  '/4
0    - a -ic:ft*  FiR H                o            . R R M T, FR I M

0
-0015 0.305 0.625 0 945 1.265 -0.OIl 0 A39 0.889 1.339 1.789 2.239

1.0 0.90 0.80 070 0.60 LOO 0.90 0.80 0.70 0.60 O.50                    =

- t (GeV/c)2 -t (GeV/c)2
M

COS 8 Cose                      N
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63.0                 i                i iii 162.0               iii              i
K-p-I+,-    5.5 GeV/c

K-p-I+,- 4.1 GeV/c
146 EVENTS (WEIGHTED)86 EVENTS (WEIGHTED) BEST ESTIMATE OF a

5.42+0.71 BEST ESTIMATE OF a 8.1 + 0.9 FOR A FIT OF THE FORM
d,

FOR A FIT OF THE FORM:                                                          Bi--exp (t-,MIN) 
d,    *e,p Iac,-,-9 -t RANGE: -0.Oil  Tp  0.5

62.5 - - t  RANGE: -0.015  TO  0.75 - 161.5 - (GeV/c) -
(GeV/c)2

0 08
0 I0r 3
3 WXW                                                       '                        'r                                                                                                  3                                              '3 62.0- 2I,1.42                   _    ·  161.0- 2X =1.64                                                 -
.-'
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I
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0
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a [Gev/c]
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